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Message from the President
By Jim Trett, President, AS 90244
With the coming of October, I hope things are settling easily into your winter routine. I also
hope you are beginning to look forward to another season serving the mountain and the people
who enjoy it.
As strange as it may sound, I even begin to look forward to those blasted fall training events.
No, I’m not totally out of it, but these events always give me a chance to catch up with patrol
friends who I haven’t had a chance to see since last spring.
One of the events coming up is the annual Mt. Hood Snow Sports Swap. Please dispatch for a
shift at the swap itself (or one of the pre-swap opportunities to meet dispatch responsibilities) as soon as you can.
Early dispatch really helps the Swap Committee to plan for
a smooth operational event.
The good news is that the swap funds will be used to save
us all some money this year. The National Ski Patrol is
raising their portion of our dues by nine dollars this year. As
one of the original purposes of undertaking the swap was
to help with member dues; that increase will be absorbed
by some of the income made from the swap. While this
may not be a huge amount of money back to you initially,
we hope it will be a first step to reducing member dues in
the future.
Looking ahead, the Wy’east Region will be hosting the
Pacific Northwest Division Annual Convention in the
Portland area next August. We are in need of people who
would like to help plan a great conference. This is an
excellent opportunity to meet and network with ski
patrollers from Oregon, Washington and Idaho. Please
contact me at trett1380@msn.com to become involved.
I look forward to seeing you all at the upcoming refreshers
and our first Patrol Meeting of the year on Monday,
October 14, at Athey Creek Middle School.
September 15 chair evac. Photo by Cliff Leighton.
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MT. HOOD SNOW SPORTS SWAP
Mt. Hood Snow Sport Swap Info. (Just in case you missed it)
By Pat Stevens, Honorary 9
Where:

Drop off gear:

Sales:
Pick up unsold gear:

Washington County Fairgrounds
873 NE 34th Avenue
Hillsboro, Oregon 97124
Thursday, October 3rd, 4pm - 8pm
Friday, October 4th, 1pm - 9pm
Saturday, October 5th 9am – Noon
Friday October 4th, 4pm - 9pm
Saturday, October 5th, 9am
Sunday, October 6th, 10am - 2pm

We are going to have a GREAT Swap!
Interest in the Swap is high. One week out from the event the online drawing entries at the Swap website are
running nearly double last year’s volume. Keep telling your friends.
We have exciting sponsors participating this year (Adidas with their new winter sports line, Timberline, Ski Bowl,
MHM and Bachelor) along with friends of the Patrol (Northwest Ski Club Council, Shred Hood).
We are expanding our customer base through social media (Facebook, Twitter, email blasts, and being highlighted
on most community and ski related websites) and having a digital billboard on Hwy 26. This is proving out by the
number of hits and drawing sign ups on our website. We are going to have a great Swap!

What You Can Do Right Now
Go on the Swap's Facebook page and like/friend us.
Tell your friends about the swap any way you can – email, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, in person, you
name it. They can register at www.mhsss.com for a discount entrance coupon and the chance to win a season
pass.
Print out the swap flyer on the last page of this Snojob and post it at work.
If you haven't already signed up, please sign up for at least one shift and bring your family.

PATROLLER OPERATIONS
Everyone’s a Trainer
By Doug Stanton, Patrol Chief, HC 995
I had the pleasure of meeting our new crop of apprentices the other night. Like all new
apprentices, they were wide-eyed and attentive. A great selection of council members and
trainers provided an excellent presentation on the patrol, training, and what to expect during
their training, and longer-term expectations, as they become members of MHSP.
It dawned on me later that the individuals presenting that night are just a small fraction of the
training talent that exists within our patrol. For the most part, we all are trainers. Now we
might not think of it that way, but a cohesive organization, one that continually grows, is
creating that cohesion and growth by all members making contributions that enhance each other’s experience.
Every one of us has skills that can benefit fellow patrollers. I want to challenge each and every member of this
patrol to reach out to less-senior members, lend a hand, share a moment, demonstrate a skill, and acknowledge an
effort. Patrollers like Dave Nelson, Bob Smith and Buzz Bowman have done this throughout their careers and
continue to do it today. They exemplify the traits that all of us should aspire. Learn everyday we're on the
mountain, teach a skill to others, work as a team, and enjoy our patrolling experience.
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Let’
Let’s Talk Uniforms…
Uniforms…
By Doug Stanton, Patrol Chief, HC 995
Our uniform represents who we are as an organization, one with a long history of service to the Mt. Hood
recreational community. There is not one member who puts on his or her jacket in the morning and doesn’t head
out with a sense of pride as they begin their day. That being said, one of my pet peeves as Patrol Chief is the
appearance of some of our patrollers. Nothing upsets me more than to see patrollers with coats that are not
consistent with our protocol, or badging that is placed by personal decision or even nonexistent.
Each patroller should know what our standard requirements are for jacket and pant colors. If you do not know
what the requirements are, visit the Wiki at www.mthoodskipatrol.org/wiki for a complete overview. Just scroll
down the left side of the page to Uniform Requirements and click. Then click on the New Uniform Policy link. The
information is in the New Uniform Policy section. The information is also included in the Special Edition Snojob
October 2010.
It is important that we all present a unified image and our outer garments are the first step. If your jacket has black
shoulders, black insert panels, black elbow patches, or any other color scheme other than solid red, you need to
replace your coat for the coming season.
Along with consistent uniforms is badging of your jacket or vest. Again, the Wiki has a complete description of
where and what size badging is required for your jacket or vest. I have seen from every level of patroller, rookies to
our most senior, inconsistent badging. Some unacceptable examples include: name below the shield, on the right
breast pocket or no name at all. Shields on the right breast pocket, no shoulder crosses, small MHSP cross on the
right breast pocket, just about anywhere and everywhere based on the patrollers preference.
The proper placement of the patches on your patrol jacket is with our shield on the left breast pocket, name tag
directly above the shield, correct shoulder crosses for your patroller class on each sleeve near the shoulder, and a
large MHSP cross on the back. NSP Seniors may display the Senior or National Appointment patch on the right
breast. This is the only approved placement of your patches, badges and name tags.
Certainly this is not a difficult request but I'm sure there will be questions. All Hill Captains and Associate
Supervisors should be able to answer any questions related to uniforms. Still not straight with the answers you're
receiving, then call or email your questions to me.

….And
….And Now,
Now, Your First Aid Pack
Many of us like to free ski with our patrol pack. Having it with us is like a security blanket; there when we need it
but never a bother to have in tow. When I am free skiing without mine I find myself asking myself what I would do
if I came upon a case that needed immediate attention, knowing I had no ability to address the situation properly.
Free skiing with your pack (this includes fanny packs, backpacks, or outside vests) is totally acceptable as long as
you follow one simple and single rule: no identifying patches of any kind that imply you are a patroller. No MHSP
cross, no white cross, nothing indicating that you are a patroller.
The resorts are very sensitive to having patroller-guests on the mountain implying to the public that they are part
of the working patrol for that day. The same goes for free skiing in your MHSP red coat. Again, NO and NEVER. If
you are going to ski with your patrol pack, remove the patches or hide them completely so there is no visible
evidence that you are a patroller. Patches attached with Velcro work great, just rip them off and replace later.
However you chose to manage this I will leave up to you; as long as there are no issues this coming season with
patrollers free skiing with identifiable patrolling gear (this includes backpacks, coats, etc.)
Trust me, the Patrol Directors at all the resorts know their mountains and watch for this sort of thing all the time. If
you do it, I will hear about it.
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Not All Compasses Are Created Equal
By Brett McLane, Nordic Director, HP/NP 1603
It's common knowledge that the easiest way to get yourself back down to Timberline Lodge
from anywhere above the lodge (assuming you are descending the south face) is to walk due
South. The fall line of the mountain (the natural path a marble would roll) will actually lead you
slightly southwest towards Mississippi Head or into Sand or Zigzag Canyon. If you have a
compass, you can avoid this fall-line-mistake.
But, assuming you have a compass, do you have the right kind?
The basic hardware-store compasses might be okay for hanging on your car's visor, but for
mountaineering, you need a compass that can be declinated.
So, what is declination? In simplest terms, it's the difference between True North and Magnetic North. True North
is where you would go to get to the North Pole (you know, the place where Santa's workshop is). Magnetic North,
however, would lead you to the actual location of the earth's magnetic fields endpoint. Right now, that is actually
somewhere underneath the Hudson Bay. Take a look at a map of the US and Canada. If you were in Chicago, true
north and magnetic north would be basically the same thing since Chicago is directly beneath the Hudson Bay
(several hundred miles south).
There are no mountains in Chicago, though, so let's get back to Mount Hood. If
you aren't using a declinated compass, you would find yourself following a
route to the south that was actually a bearing of 195-degrees rather than the
180-degree bearing that you want. If you had a properly declinated compass,
you'd save yourself a whole lot of time, frustration, and maybe even
embarrassment when the search-and-rescue helicopter shows up.
It's important to note that the earth's magnetic field changes over time.
Currently, for Government Camp, you would need to declinate your compass by
15-degrees, 37-minutes, 27-seconds (basically about 15.5-degrees) EAST.
Remember, though, if you travel, check the proper declination for the area
you'll be in. For example, if I headed back home to ski in Vermont, I'd have to adjust my compass to 14-degrees
WEST declination. That's 29 degrees in the opposite direction! I'd also have to sharpen the edges of my skis to
prepare for all the ice over there, but that's another story...
You can find the latest data on declination at this NOAA website: www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag/declination.shtml
Want to learn more? MHSP will be offering the Mountain Travel and Rescue course soon. Stay tuned for more
details!

Associate Director
Director
By Jodie Jeffers, Associate Director, AS 90526

Communication
Last month I talked about COMMUNICATION being needed and expected as well as it being
given back to all of you. Communication includes advising your Supervisor of needs, concerns,
and suggestions; questions to your coaches; and questions or concerns about first aid to the First
Aid Chief. If you are not sure who to go to, contact me as soon as possible so I can help make
sure the right people are connected. This helps to avoid miscommunication or
misunderstandings from happening. I, in turn, want to keep you informed as well, whether by
the Snojob, emails, phone, monthly meetings and seeing you on the mountain. Please, let’s keep those lines of
communication open so that we can all enjoy our time on the mountain.

Associate Uniform Requirements
This month's focus is about uniform expectations. Dust off your gear and clothing to ensure all is fitting and
operating well. Our uniform shows our professional identification and pride in what we do. Uniforms are a key
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factor that the public looks to as well as the ski areas. Uniformity is a key component of our
job. It is also about safety and protection for you and others whether on the hill, the road, day
and night.
Our Patrol Chief, Doug Stanton, is expecting all of us to make sure we are on track with this. If
you are having problems remembering all the specifics of what goes where, what color scheme
inside or outside? Go to www.mthoodskipatrol.org/wiki and click Uniform Requirements in
the Patroller section. Please review the Uniform Requirements and any questions, please do
not hesitate to contact me. Yes, it is all about the communication!
Remember:
Effective October 6, 2013, blue coats are no longer part of the MHSP Associate uniform.
All Associate Patrollers should have a solid-red jacket with the appropriate shoulder crosses.

Want more out of patrolling?
patrolling?
I am looking forward to catching up with all of you over the next few months as we ramp up our refreshers and
duties. As we move to our 76th season, there are needs for a lot of help in various areas. Have some time later in
the year? Want to be more involved behind the scenes? Have ideas? Can help more but not sure what to do?
Please contact me or Jaye Miller and we can fill you in on lots of exciting things happening!

FIRST AID
First Aid Refreshers
By James Schuler, First Aid Chief, AS 90481
Autumn is cooling down and the refresher season is heating up.

OEC Refreshers
I'm looking forward to seeing everyone again and know that you can't wait to fine tune those OEC skills.
If you haven't dispatched yet, you should do it now. If you wait too long, there may not be enough dispatch spots
open by the time we come to the third refresher.
Dates are on the dispatch site (October 13, October 20, and November 2).
•
•
•

Registration: 7:15 - 8:00 AM
Start time: 8:00 AM
Wrap up and out by 4:00 PM

What to bring:
•
•
•
•
•
•

First aid pack
OEC Technician card for sign off
Completed Cycle C Refresher Guide
Sack lunch
Be prepared to sign up for your membership commitment level
Dues: $120, check, cash or credit card will be accepted.

We will have a very full day of skill stations - and will be on a very tight schedule.
Our OEC Instructors have been working hard to pack a huge volume of information into the skill stations.

OEC Apprentice Class at the Refreshers
We have completed the orientation meeting for the new apprentices and our first OEC class is 10/9 – a very early
start this year.
Our 30 new candidates will be helping at the OEC refreshers as scenario patients. Treat them well when you pass
through their stations and extend them a warm welcome; you will soon be working with them on the hill.
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CPR Refreshers
CPR Refreshers are in progress and if you need a new card you have already been contacted.
We no longer need to see your card at the OEC refreshers or chair evac. You will be contacted by email and
informed if you need to take a class.
If you just want to brush up on your skills you can also attend a refresher. Many patrollers take the class every year
because it keeps those skills fresh.

Cobwebs
Cobwebs in Your First Aid Pack?
Pack?
By James Schuler, First Aid Chief, AS 90481
Just like you tune that board or your skis, take the time to check
your first aid pack. Open it up and let the moths out. Get rid of
the moldy tape, the crusty bandages. And clean the rust off of
the trauma shears (I truly hope it hasn't come to that).
Your gear is part of your uniform and we want it to be in the
best condition.

MOUNTAIN HOST OPERATIONS
OPERATIONS
Preseason Requirements
By Jan Silagi, Mountain Host Director, HS 60054
Hope you are all enjoying the beauty of fall in the Pacific Northwest! Summer has flown by and it's
time to get a couple preseason requirements checked off the list before we step into our
skis/boards!

Swap
The Mt. Hood Snow Sports Swap, the annual fund raiser for the Mt. Hood Ski Patrol is on our
doorstep. (Thursday, October 3, through Sunday, October 6) This time of hard work and
camaraderie kicks off our season and the first of our annual requirements. There is still time for
every Host to sign up for a shift at the swap. The revenues from the Swap support the financial demands of the
entire patrol. Most recently the Hosts have benefited from those revenues with the replacement of batteries on
our oldest radios. These batteries are designed to last approximately three to four years and because we have
cared for our radios with kid gloves, we have made those batteries last for eight years! The remaining radios will
be upgraded before we hit the slopes. Our manpower contribution to the Swap equals money in the coffers! Make
sure you get your shift in!

Host Orientation
The second preseason requirement is the annual Host Orientation, Saturday, October 12. We will convene in the
Barlow Room at Timberline at 8:30 am. The morning session will be attended by our apprentices and supervisors.
New procedures and protocols for the entire membership will be reviewed in the afternoon session beginning at
12:30 pm. Renewal paperwork and membership dues of $56 can be taken care of at Orientation. Mark your
calendars and bring your Visa card! See you in two weeks!

Season Requirements
I have addressed the two preseason requirements to the Host program, but let me recap our overall season
commitment. There are three requirements for participation in the Host program. First, every Host should do one
shift to support the MSHP Snow Sport Swap. All members of the Mt. Hood Ski Patrol have this requirement.
Second, attend the Host Orientation, our annual day of training, and third, complete a minimum of eleven shifts on
the hill during the season. Looking forward to the season!
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20132013-2014 Host Apprentice Class
By Jan Silagi, Mountain Host Director, HS 60054
The Mountain Hosts are welcoming a terrific group of apprentices this season and we are very excited about our
efforts to build our Skibowl team! We are gaining a talented and experienced group of individuals and I'm excited
for you to get to know them! Our apprentices will do training shifts at Timberline in December and then focus the
remainder of their shifts at Skibowl beginning in January. Good luck to our apprentice class of 2013-2014! We look
forward to volunteering with you, welcome to the team!

TRAINING
Instructor Development Classes for Hosts and Patrollers
The NSP Instructor Development course is a tremendous opportunity for personal and professional development.
The skills taught focus on principles of adult education that are applicable to any field.
If you want to become an NSP instructor in any discipline (OEC, S&T, MTR, etc.) the Instructor Development course
is the first step followed by instruction and mentorship in your specific area.
The class is open to any MHSP Mountain Host or Patroller. It is scheduled for two evenings, November 19 and 26,
and will be on the dispatch soon. Both dates are required but if you have a conflict for one of the dates, contact
Kathy Lee at leek232@gmail.com.

Senior Ski & Toboggan Training
By Doug Stanton, Patrol Chief, HC 995
As a new season approaches, so do the training opportunities. The Senior Ski & Toboggan (Senior S&T) certification
is one of my favorites. Senior S&T is one of the two of the primary disciplines of the NSP Alpine Senior program,
the other being Senior OEC. As a past Senior candidate, I found the training to be invaluable, contributing the most
to my patrolling and leadership skills of any single program I've been involved in as a patroller. More importantly,
it's really fun.
Participating in Senior S&T is pretty simple. There will be numerous clinics on Mt. Hood and around the Northwest
this season. Any patroller who has completed his or her apprentice training and one full year as a patroller meeting
minimum patrol day requirements can join in the training.
Not sure if you are ready for Seniors? The only way to find out is come to one of the clinics. We encourage all hill
patrollers to join our clinics. After attending, you may feel you're not quite ready but you will have learned skills
that can be practiced individually throughout the season. Your trainers this year are Tom "Tool Time" Payne, David
Atkinson, and your lovable PC, Doug Stanton.
Tired of hearing it from me? Ask past S&T candidates about their experience. Last year, Alix Henry, Chris Yarrow,
Jodi Berris, Betsy Platt, and Matt Harms all passed their final S&T exams. They are your best resource to learn
about the program benefits and what to expect from your training.
Future announcements will be forthcoming and the Google calendar will be updated with dates, times, and
locations for this seasons training.
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ADMINISTRATION
20132013-14 Member Dues
Patrollers (Associate, Hill, Nordic)
41
13
10
56
120

National Ski Patrol
Pacific Northwest Division
Wy’east Region
MHSP
TOTAL

Mountain Host Dues
56
56

MHSP
TOTAL

Changes to Patroller Commitment Levels for 20132013-14
By Doug Stanton, Patrol Chief, HC 995
Over the past several months as your Patrol Chief, I have spent countless hours evaluating the performance of our
patrol as it relates to the commitments made and the results delivered on those commitments. I’ve had numerous
discussions with the council, talked with our former Patrol Chief, David Atkinson, and the council has arrived at the
following plan for the 2013-14 season.

20132013-14 Patroller Membership Commitments
Minimum
Credit Days

Module 1
Sep-Dec

Module 2
Jan-Mar

Module 3
Apr-May

Module 4
Jun-Aug

Training
Credit

Level I

12 days

3

4

3

Open*

4

Level II

18 days

3

5

4

Open*

6

HC/AS

12 days

3

5

3

Open*

Oct 15

Dec 15

Mar 9

Open*

Predispatch Deadline
•
•

•

•

Double Credit: Maximum of 1 double-credit-day will be granted per patroller for the 2013-14 season.
Training Days:
o IN ADDITION to the 12 or 18 patrol day minimums, Patrollers must annually attend an OEC refresher,
Chair Evacuation Training and any other mandatory training (such as Avalanche I or CPR) due in a
given season.
o Mandatory training events will NOT count toward your minimum credit days.
o NON-mandatory training (such as Avalanche II, MTR, or Senior training) WILL count toward your
minimum credit days.
o Level I minimum commitment level allows 4 training credits maximum.
o Level II minimum commitment level allows 6 training credits maximum.
o Training credits above the maximum by level must be approved by the Patrol Chief.
HC/AS: At least 6 of the minimum days (2 per winter module) must be in a leadership role which is
defined as:
o Performing the role of HC or AS at one of the ski areas
o Performing the role of trainer in an MHSP training activity (apprentice coaching, Avy, MTR, OEC,
etc.)
o Leaders who have substantial commitments as trainers should still try to get in a day or two in
the HC/AS role to keep their skills sharp.
Summer Days: Patrollers with a mountain pass or season pass at Timberline or Skibowl MUST patrol two
summer days as part of their commitment.
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•

All MHSP members are required to work one swap shift that will be counted toward their commitment
level.

Notes on the Changes
Many of you will notice that the big change this season is that we no longer offer a commitment level of less than
12 days. This change has come about because we need to ensure that the skills of our membership remain high.
The council feels that any fewer days of patrolling simply did not offer enough real-life practice and experience to
our membership. For these same reasons, we are also restricting each patroller to one double-credit day per
season.
Like last season, mandatory training (OEC refresher, Chair Evac, CPR and basic avalanche courses and refreshers)
will NOT count toward your commitment level. Also unchanged from last season, extra, non-mandatory training
WILL count toward your commitment level.
HC/AS Commitment: The Hill Captains and Associate Supervisors are the leadership corps of the patrol. The
specified leadership commitment simply confirms the long-standing expectation that our leaders will lead.
Summer support to Timberline and Skibowl remains important. For patrollers with a mountain pass or season pass
at either of these resorts, the requirement to patrol two summer days remains mandatory. For everyone else,
summer months are an opportunity to catch up if you are low on your commitment level for the season. Both
resorts welcome our support during the entire summer and it’s a great way to keep your skills sharp, so everyone
should take advantage of this opportunity regardless of commitment level.
Lastly, and this is important, all MHSP members (Associate, Hill, Mountain Hosts and Nordic) must earn a
minimum of 12 credit days to remain active for the next season.
MHSP runs on the work that each of us provides. Benefits are a result of our commitment but the real reward is
the satisfaction we gain from working together as a team, successfully delivering our volunteer services, and
receiving recognition from our peers for a job well done. I look forward to working with all of you this coming
season under our new commitment and benefit level program and achieving the commensurate benefits we all
deserve.

Too Much of a Good Thing Can Be, Well...Too Much
By Aaron Patnode, MHSP 1650, reviewed and endorsed by the Executive Council

Member Email Tips
There are many challenges associated with running a successful volunteer organization as
large as the Mt. Hood Ski Patrol. Add in the fact that our membership receives and utilizes
skills that require more training than the average volunteer organization, and those
challenges become even more complex. There is one part of our organization that is
perhaps the most critical to our success: communication.
MHSP has several tools that play key roles in disseminating information to the membership
and the public.
•
•
•
•
•

The MHSP Website (www.mthoodskipatrol.org), our public face
The MHSP Wiki, a repository for internal policies, procedures and information, a professional directory (in
face.
The MHSP Snojob newsletter, for the public as well as patrollers for official notices, acclamations,
congratulations and news.
General Meetings, reports on the status of the patrol, announcements, training
The MHSP List Server

Let's talk about the appropriate use of the list server. It was created to simplify the process of sending email to
large groups of individuals. The list server is an incredibly useful tool, but it can also be amazingly annoying if used
inappropriately. Below are some simple points on list server etiquette so that our list server will remain a
successful tool.
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•

•

•
•

Only information about training, scheduling, dispatch, patrol notices, news related to patrolling activities
and Council communications should be disseminated by the list server. This should be information that is
directly important to most patrollers and/or hosts. It is not a place to advertise or promote personal
interests.
If the information fits the above criteria, please do the following: In the "To:" address field, enter YOUR
email address in the "Bcc:" address field enter the MHSP List Server address you wish to use - patrol, hosts
or alumni. (Since you entered YOUR email address in the "To" field, anyone who uses the "Reply All"
function will only be sending an email to you, not the whole group.)
Don't use Reply All to reply to list server emails. (Not everyone will get the Bcc: thing)
Make your message brief. (If you have more material to share with the Patrol, consider submitting an
article to the Snojob or contacting the patrol leadership for help in identifying a more appropriate means
through which the message can be distributed.)

There is more information about the list servers on the Wiki.
Remember, communication is critical to the success of our patrol; it's definitely a good thing. But let's not forget
that we have many means through which we can communicate information besides the list server. When want to
send information out to the patrol, please consider which tool is most appropriate to use.

Safety Event
By Jodie Jeffers, Wy’east Region Safety Director
Mt. Hood Safety Awareness Day will be held this January. The goal is to have an all-day event all around the
mountain bringing awareness and promoting winter safety. We are looking to work with all the ski areas as well as:
•
•
•
•

Oregon State Police, Hoodland Fire, Sheriff's Departments, ODOT...
Legacy Mt. Hood Medical Center, Providence Hood River Hospital, Life Flight, Reach, AMR...
Oregon Emergency Nurses Association...
Les Schwab…

This cannot occur without lots of help and coordination. Please contact Jodie Jeffers as soon as possible to help.
We are always open to ideas and suggestions!
Also, congratulations to Sam Smith who won a $30 gift card of his choice from REI, Shell, or Starbucks. He was the
first to correctly identify the Responsibility Code from last month's Snojob article - Safety Day! Yes, it pays to read
the Snojob!
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OTHER NEWS
Oregon Field Guide to Feature MHSP’s Own Buzz Bowman
Heads up, Buzz Bowman fans. All that work and filming last year is coming to fruition.
The episode Buzz Bowman, Ski Patroller (episode 2503) will air on KOPB-TV:
•
•
•

Thursday, October 24 at 8:30 pm
Sunday, October 27 at 1:30 am
Sunday, October 27 at 6:30 pm

For more information: www.opb.org/television/programs/ofg/episodes/2503/

Bluewood
By Larry Cahill, Trip Leader, HC 1111
Plans are in the works for a trip to Bluewood during Super Bowl weekend, January 31 through
February 2, 2014.
For those who are new to the patrol, this is a bus trip to the Bluewood Ski Area near Dayton,
Washington. It was owned and operated by former MHSP President Stan Goodell and his wife,
Nancy. It has always been a fun trip and a good time is sure to be had again this year. Want
more details on how much fun you’ll have on the trip? Contact the JAMS family (Jim, Andrew,
and Mary Stempel)
So how do you get in on this? Sending me an email is a start, but a check for $185 reserves a seat for you on the
bus. This is an approximate cost and may go up or down depending on final numbers. You can get your check to
me at one of the OEC refreshers or the October patrol meeting. Checks won’t be cashed until we have enough
people to make the trip.
The trip is open to patrollers, hosts and non-patrollers - anyone who likes to have fun (adult), so even if you can't
make it, talk with your skiing/riding friends about going.
•
•

•

Date: Leave Portland on Friday, 1/31/14, 4pm; Returning Sunday, 2/2/14 around 9pm
Cost: $185.00 (approximate)
Covers bus & driver's gratuity
2 nights, double-occupancy, in the local motel
7 course meal Friday evening (six-pack and a burrito)
Saturday night dinner
Sunday box lunch
And assorted beverages on the bus
Lift: Show patrol ID for comp ticket, non-patrollers pay the going rate

Questions? Contact Larry Cahill, lokisea@comcast.net

PortlandPortland-toto-Coast Relay
By Kathy Lee, SS 90232
With a great crowd to cheer us on, the Mt. Hood Ski Patrol Hoodlums crossed the finish line at Seaside, still upright
and with all body parts intact! The team placed 7th in the Masters Division, 50th overall. Way to go team!
A huge thank-you to our team sponsors: Vancouver Spine & Orthopedic, 360 Physical Therapy, The Hobby Smith,
and Silverton Electrolysis. Their support helped make it possible for the team to represent the patrol in the relay.
Terry Niedermeyer and Display Star generously donated banners, signage for the vehicles, and one of the vehicles.
Jeff Hall provided the use of his Hummer as the second vehicle. Thank you, your support of the team is very much
appreciated!
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What makes this such a fun event is the team effort by everyone – volunteers, drivers and walkers. Our volunteers
are so important that without them, the team would be disqualified. Thank you to Judy Madsen, Jaye Miller and
Mark Ripkey. Our drivers, James Schuler and John “Road Warrior” Howard, did another awesome job getting us
safely to Seaside.
Congratulations to the walkers for a great effort pounding the pavement in the 132 mile leap-frog journey: Larry
Cahill, Bill High, Linda High, Sheril Karstens, Gayle Maize, Lori Neal, Dina Peganoff, Diane Potter, Steve Potter, Craig
Savage, and Margaret Usher.
An outstanding team effort!

Front: Craig Savage, Larry Cahill, Margaret Usher, Lori Neal, Kathy Lee, John Howard. Back: Gayle Maize Hall,
Judy Madsen, Jeff Hall, Diane Potter, Sheril Karstens, Bill High, Linda High, Mark Ripkey, Dina Peganoff, James
Schuler, Jaye Miller, Steve Potter. Photos by John Howard

Mt. Hood Cultural Center & Museum to Dedicate MHSP Showcase
Annual Heritage Day, Party and Auction at the Museum on Saturday, November 9, 2013
This year’s events include: Museum open house all day. Evening festivities begins at 6:00 PM. Silent auction closes
at 8:00 PM. Announcements, Volunteer of the Year Award and Dedication of the Mt. Hood Ski Patrol Showcase at
8:00 PM
Enjoy scrumptious hors d’oeuvres by Skibowl, complimentary wine and craft beer by Boring Brewing.
Your membership is your ticket. Memberships and renewal available at the door

Hosts and Patrollers Invited to Hillcrest Pro Night
Hillcrest Sports in Gresham invites patrollers and hosts to their annual Pro Night. This is an opportunity to meet
with manufacturers reps and acquire equipment at a special professional rate. Pro Night purchases are for
members only – no friends or family. See attached flyer for details.

Snojob Deadline is the Third Monday of the Month
By Lisa Hargrave, Snojob Editor, SHC 1053
Send your articles or photo submissions to snojobeditor@gmail.com. Please identify any people
appearing in your photos.
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CALENDAR
For the most current information and details check the online calendar at www.mhspdispatch.org.

October

November

December

3-6
7
9
12
13
14
15
20
21
29
29

2
OEC Refresher
4
Council Meeting
12 General Meeting (TUESDAY)
15-17 Portland Ski Fever Show
18 Snojob Deadline

2 Council Meeting
9 General Meeting
16 Snojob Deadline

Mt. Hood Snow Sports Swap
Council Meeting
Full OEC class begins
Host Orientation
OEC Refresher
General Meeting
Predispatch deadline (Nov-Dec)
OEC Refresher
Snojob Deadline
HC/AS Meeting
Alumni Luncheon

September 15 chair evac. Photos by Ian Lass
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